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Informatica Mdm Guide
The first major book on MDM written by Group Policy
and Enterprise Mobility MVP and renowned expert,
Jeremy Moskowitz! With Windows 10, organizations
can create a consistent set of configurations across
the modern enterprise desktop—for PCs, tablets, and
phones—through the common Mobile Device
Management (MDM) layer. MDM gives organizations
a way to configure settings that achieve their
administrative intent without exposing every possible
setting. One benefit of MDM is that it enables
organizations to apply broader privacy, security, and
application management settings through lighter and
more efficient tools. MDM also allows organizations
to target Internet-connected devices to manage
policies without using Group Policy (GP) that
requires on-premises domain-joined devices. This
makes MDM the best choice for devices that are
constantly on the go. With Microsoft making this shift
to using Mobile Device Management (MDM), a cloudbased policy-management system, IT professionals
need to know how to do similar tasks they do with
Group Policy, but now using MDM, with its
differences and pitfalls. • What is MDM (and how is it
different than GP) • Setup Azure AD and MDM AutoEnrollment • New PC Rollouts and Remote
Refreshes: Autopilot and Configuration Designer •
Enterprise State Roaming and OneDrive Documents
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Roaming Renowned expert and Microsoft Group
Policy and Enterprise Mobility MVP Jeremy
Moskowitz teaches you MDM fundamentals,
essential troubleshooting techniques, and how to
manage your enterprise desktops.
If you wish to deploy Informatica in enterprise
environments and make a career in data
warehousing, then this book is for you. Whether you
are a developer who's new to Informatica or an
experienced professional, you will learn all the
features of Informatica. Basic knowledge of
programming and data warehouse concepts is
essential.
Poor data quality can seriously hinder or damage the
efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and
businesses. The growing awareness of such
repercussions has led to major public initiatives like
the "Data Quality Act" in the USA and the "European
2003/98" directive of the European Parliament. Batini
and Scannapieco present a comprehensive and
systematic introduction to the wide set of issues
related to data quality. They start with a detailed
description of different data quality dimensions, like
accuracy, completeness, and consistency, and their
importance in different types of data, like federated
data, web data, or time-dependent data, and in
different data categories classified according to
frequency of change, like stable, long-term, and
frequently changing data. The book's extensive
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description of techniques and methodologies from
core data quality research as well as from related
fields like data mining, probability theory, statistical
data analysis, and machine learning gives an
excellent overview of the current state of the art. The
presentation is completed by a short description and
critical comparison of tools and practical
methodologies, which will help readers to resolve
their own quality problems. This book is an ideal
combination of the soundness of theoretical
foundations and the applicability of practical
approaches. It is ideally suited for everyone –
researchers, students, or professionals – interested
in a comprehensive overview of data quality issues.
In addition, it will serve as the basis for an
introductory course or for self-study on this topic.
Big Data Imperatives, focuses on resolving the key
questions on everyone’s mind: Which data matters?
Do you have enough data volume to justify the
usage? How you want to process this amount of
data? How long do you really need to keep it active
for your analysis, marketing, and BI applications?
Big data is emerging from the realm of one-off
projects to mainstream business adoption; however,
the real value of big data is not in the overwhelming
size of it, but more in its effective use. This book
addresses the following big data characteristics:
Very large, distributed aggregations of loosely
structured data – often incomplete and inaccessible
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Petabytes/Exabytes of data Millions/billions of
people providing/contributing to the context behind
the data Flat schema's with few complex
interrelationships Involves time-stamped events
Made up of incomplete data Includes connections
between data elements that must be probabilistically
inferred Big Data Imperatives explains 'what big data
can do'. It can batch process millions and billions of
records both unstructured and structured much
faster and cheaper. Big data analytics provide a
platform to merge all analysis which enables data
analysis to be more accurate, well-rounded, reliable
and focused on a specific business capability. Big
Data Imperatives describes the complementary
nature of traditional data warehouses and big-data
analytics platforms and how they feed each other.
This book aims to bring the big data and analytics
realms together with a greater focus on architectures
that leverage the scale and power of big data and
the ability to integrate and apply analytics principles
to data which earlier was not accessible. This book
can also be used as a handbook for practitioners;
helping them on methodology,technical architecture,
analytics techniques and best practices. At the same
time, this book intends to hold the interest of those
new to big data and analytics by giving them a deep
insight into the realm of big data.
This book focuses on the analytic principles of
business practice and big data. Specifically, it
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provides an interface between the main disciplines of
engineering/technology and the organizational and
administrative aspects of management, serving as a
complement to books in other disciplines such as
economics, finance, marketing and risk analysis. The
contributors present their areas of expertise,
together with essential case studies that illustrate the
successful application of engineering management
theories in real-life examples.
Find the right people with the right skills. This book
clarifies best practices for creating high-functioning
data integration teams, enabling you to understand
the skills and requirements, documents, and
solutions for planning, designing, and monitoring
both one-time migration and daily integration
systems. The growth of data is exploding. With
multiple sources of information constantly arriving
across enterprise systems, combining these systems
into a single, cohesive, and documentable unit has
become more important than ever. But the approach
toward integration is much different than in other
software disciplines, requiring the ability to code,
collaborate, and disentangle complex business rules
into a scalable model. Data migrations and
integrations can be complicated. In many cases,
project teams save the actual migration for the last
weekend of the project, and any issues can lead to
missed deadlines or, at worst, corrupted data that
needs to be reconciled post-deployment. This book
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details how to plan strategically to avoid these lastminute risks as well as how to build the right
solutions for future integration projects. What You
Will Learn Understand the “language” of
integrations and how they relate in terms of priority
and ownership Create valuable documents that lead
your team from discovery to deployment Research
the most important integration tools in the market
today Monitor your error logs and see how the output
increases the cycle of continuous improvement
Market across the enterprise to provide valuable
integration solutions Who This Book Is For The
executive and integration team leaders who are
building the corresponding practice. It is also for
integration architects, developers, and business
analysts who need additional familiarity with ETL
tools, integration processes, and associated project
deliverables.
How do you start? How should you build a plan for
cloud migration for your entire portfolio? How will
your organization be affected by these changes?
This book, based on real-world cloud experiences by
enterprise IT teams, seeks to provide the answers to
these questions. Here, you’ll see what makes the
cloud so compelling to enterprises; with which
applications you should start your cloud journey; how
your organization will change, and how skill sets will
evolve; how to measure progress; how to think about
security, compliance, and business buy-in; and how
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to exploit the ever-growing feature set that the cloud
offers to gain strategic and competitive advantage.
What were the key success factors? Is there an
established change management process? Does
your organization stipulate an acceptable time for
system response to a user request for information?
Who needs to know? What is the status of a master
record in the maintenance process? This one-of-akind Informatica MDM self-assessment will make
you the dependable Informatica MDM domain leader
by revealing just what you need to know to be fluent
and ready for any Informatica MDM challenge. How
do I reduce the effort in the Informatica MDM work to
be done to get problems solved? How can I ensure
that plans of action include every Informatica MDM
task and that every Informatica MDM outcome is in
place? How will I save time investigating strategic
and tactical options and ensuring Informatica MDM
costs are low? How can I deliver tailored Informatica
MDM advice instantly with structured going-forward
plans? There's no better guide through these mindexpanding questions than acclaimed best-selling
author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk ensures all
Informatica MDM essentials are covered, from every
angle: the Informatica MDM self-assessment shows
succinctly and clearly that what needs to be clarified
to organize the required activities and processes so
that Informatica MDM outcomes are achieved.
Contains extensive criteria grounded in past and
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current successful projects and activities by
experienced Informatica MDM practitioners. Their
mastery, combined with the easy elegance of the
self-assessment, provides its superior value to you in
knowing how to ensure the outcome of any efforts in
Informatica MDM are maximized with professional
results. Your purchase includes access details to the
Informatica MDM self-assessment dashboard
download which gives you your dynamically
prioritized projects-ready tool and shows you exactly
what to do next. Your exclusive instant access
details can be found in your book. You will receive
the following contents with New and Updated
specific criteria: - The latest quick edition of the book
in PDF - The latest complete edition of the book in
PDF, which criteria correspond to the criteria in... The Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard - Example
pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get
familiar with results generation - In-depth and
specific Informatica MDM Checklists - Project
management checklists and templates to assist with
implementation INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF
ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every self assessment
comes with Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free
Updated Books. Lifetime Updates is an industry-first
feature which allows you to receive verified self
assessment updates, ensuring you always have the
most accurate information at your fingertips.
Big data is currently one of the most critical
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emerging technologies. Organizations around the
world are looking to exploit the explosive growth of
data to unlock previously hidden insights in the hope
of creating new revenue streams, gaining
operational efficiencies, and obtaining greater
understanding of customer needs. It is important to
think of big data and analytics together. Big data is
the term used to describe the recent explosion of
different types of data from disparate sources.
Analytics is about examining data to derive
interesting and relevant trends and patterns, which
can be used to inform decisions, optimize processes,
and even drive new business models. With today's
deluge of data comes the problems of processing
that data, obtaining the correct skills to manage and
analyze that data, and establishing rules to govern
the data's use and distribution. The big data
technology stack is ever growing and sometimes
confusing, even more so when we add the
complexities of setting up big data environments with
large up-front investments. Cloud computing seems
to be a perfect vehicle for hosting big data
workloads. However, working on big data in the
cloud brings its own challenge of reconciling two
contradictory design principles. Cloud computing is
based on the concepts of consolidation and resource
pooling, but big data systems (such as Hadoop) are
built on the shared nothing principle, where each
node is independent and self-sufficient. A solution
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architecture that can allow these mutually exclusive
principles to coexist is required to truly exploit the
elasticity and ease-of-use of cloud computing for big
data environments. This IBM® RedpaperTM
publication is aimed at chief architects, line-ofbusiness executives, and CIOs to provide an
understanding of the cloud-related challenges they
face and give prescriptive guidance for how to
realize the benefits of big data solutions quickly and
cost-effectively.
The Only Complete Technical Primer for MDM
Planners, Architects, and Implementers Companies
moving toward flexible SOA architectures often face
difficult information management and integration
challenges. The master data they rely on is often
stored and managed in ways that are redundant,
inconsistent, inaccessible, non-standardized, and
poorly governed. Using Master Data Management
(MDM), organizations can regain control of their
master data, improve corresponding business
processes, and maximize its value in SOA
environments. Enterprise Master Data Management
provides an authoritative, vendor-independent MDM
technical reference for practitioners: architects,
technical analysts, consultants, solution designers,
and senior IT decisionmakers. Written by the IBM®
data management innovators who are pioneering
MDM, this book systematically introduces MDM’s
key concepts and technical themes, explains its
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business case, and illuminates how it interrelates
with and enables SOA. Drawing on their experience
with cutting-edge projects, the authors introduce
MDM patterns, blueprints, solutions, and best
practices published nowhere else—everything you
need to establish a consistent, manageable set of
master data, and use it for competitive advantage.
Coverage includes How MDM and SOA complement
each other Using the MDM Reference Architecture
to position and design MDM solutions within an
enterprise Assessing the value and risks to master
data and applying the right security controls Using
PIM-MDM and CDI-MDM Solution Blueprints to
address industry-specific information management
challenges Explaining MDM patterns as enablers to
accelerate consistent MDM deployments
Incorporating MDM solutions into existing IT
landscapes via MDM Integration Blueprints
Leveraging master data as an enterprise
asset—bringing people, processes, and technology
together with MDM and data governance Best
practices in MDM deployment, including data
warehouse and SAP integration
A practical cookbook on building portals with GateIn
including user security, gadgets, and every type of
portlet possible.
Digital transformation has long been making waves
in every industry vertical. Moreover, given the
consistent pace of innovation, businesses are
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placing ‘Digital Transformation’ at the forefront by
investing in next-generation technologies. But what
does ‘digital transformation’ mean for a business?
How do companies implement this concept and
strategies to benefit their customers as well as
employees? In an era of data overload, there’s
information aplenty, but most books lack clarity on
HOW to digitally transform an organization. Various
consultancy companies offer their services to help
organizations undergo change, but they do not share
extensive information on how to start, facilitate and
manage this change for a successful transformation.
How to Kill Your b/oss and Get Away with It is a
book intended for tech leaders, CTOs or CIOs who
are ready to embark, or have already embarked, on
a digital transformation journey but are unsure of
how to navigate. It is a thought-provoking book for
leaders who want to lead innovatively in today’s
economy but are struggling to attain desired results.
With a wealth of practical insights, it is a creative
handbook for professionals seeking to reinvent
themselves and innovatively drive their practices.
This book acts as a comprehensive guide on how to
implement clear and coherent digital strategies,
using the FUTBAL methodology to compete more
effectively in a technology-driven world.
Bayesian Networks, the result of the convergence of
artificial intelligence with statistics, are growing in
popularity. Their versatility and modelling power is
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now employed across a variety of fields for the
purposes of analysis, simulation, prediction and
diagnosis. This book provides a general introduction
to Bayesian networks, defining and illustrating the
basic concepts with pedagogical examples and
twenty real-life case studies drawn from a range of
fields including medicine, computing, natural
sciences and engineering. Designed to help
analysts, engineers, scientists and professionals
taking part in complex decision processes to
successfully implement Bayesian networks, this
book equips readers with proven methods to
generate, calibrate, evaluate and validate Bayesian
networks. The book: Provides the tools to overcome
common practical challenges such as the treatment
of missing input data, interaction with experts and
decision makers, determination of the optimal
granularity and size of the model. Highlights the
strengths of Bayesian networks whilst also
presenting a discussion of their limitations.
Compares Bayesian networks with other modelling
techniques such as neural networks, fuzzy logic and
fault trees. Describes, for ease of comparison, the
main features of the major Bayesian network
software packages: Netica, Hugin, Elvira and
Discoverer, from the point of view of the user. Offers
a historical perspective on the subject and analyses
future directions for research. Written by leading
experts with practical experience of applying
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Bayesian networks in finance, banking, medicine,
robotics, civil engineering, geology, geography,
genetics, forensic science, ecology, and industry, the
book has much to offer both practitioners and
researchers involved in statistical analysis or
modelling in any of these fields.
This comprehensive guide for leaders sets out a
proven framework for developing the mindset and
strategies required to generate value from data and
to scale quickly.
Where is the data consumed within your
organization? Are there any mandatory Web
services that you would need the system to expose?
Are your outputs consistent? What do you need to
do to ensure more success in MDM? How is data
quality controlled in manual steps (Excel)? Defining,
designing, creating, and implementing a process to
solve a challenge or meet an objective is the most
valuable role... In EVERY group, company,
organization and department. Unless you are talking
a one-time, single-use project, there should be a
process. Whether that process is managed and
implemented by humans, AI, or a combination of the
two, it needs to be designed by someone with a
complex enough perspective to ask the right
questions. Someone capable of asking the right
questions and step back and say, 'What are we
really trying to accomplish here? And is there a
different way to look at it?' This Self-Assessment
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empowers people to do just that - whether their title
is entrepreneur, manager, consultant,
(Vice-)President, CxO etc... - they are the people
who rule the future. They are the person who asks
the right questions to make Informatica MDM Master
investments work better. This Informatica MDM
Master All-Inclusive Self-Assessment enables You to
be that person. All the tools you need to an in-depth
Informatica MDM Master Self-Assessment.
Featuring 2191 new and updated case-based
questions, organized into seven core areas of
process design, this Self-Assessment will help you
identify areas in which Informatica MDM Master
improvements can be made. In using the questions
you will be better able to: - diagnose Informatica
MDM Master projects, initiatives, organizations,
businesses and processes using accepted
diagnostic standards and practices - implement
evidence-based best practice strategies aligned with
overall goals - integrate recent advances in
Informatica MDM Master and process design
strategies into practice according to best practice
guidelines Using a Self-Assessment tool known as
the Informatica MDM Master Scorecard, you will
develop a clear picture of which Informatica MDM
Master areas need attention. Your purchase includes
access details to the Informatica MDM Master selfassessment dashboard download which gives you
your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and
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shows your organization exactly what to do next.
You will receive the following contents with New and
Updated specific criteria: - The latest quick edition of
the book in PDF - The latest complete edition of the
book in PDF, which criteria correspond to the criteria
in... - The Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard Example pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel
Dashboard to get familiar with results generation - Indepth and specific Informatica MDM Master
Checklists - Project management checklists and
templates to assist with implementation INCLUDES
LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every
self assessment comes with Lifetime Updates and
Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime Updates is an
industry-first feature which allows you to receive
verified self assessment updates, ensuring you
always have the most accurate information at your
fingertips.
Use Lean Techniques to Integrate Enterprise
Systems Faster, with Far Less Cost and Risk By
some estimates, 40 percent of IT budgets are
devoted to integration. However, most organizations
still attack integration on a project-by-project basis,
causing unnecessary expense, waste, risk, and
delay. They struggle with integration “hairballs”:
complex point-to-point information exchanges that
are expensive to maintain, difficult to change, and
unpredictable in operation. The solution is Lean
Integration. This book demonstrates how to use
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proven “lean” techniques to take control over the
entire integration process. John Schmidt and David
Lyle show how to establish “integration factories”
that leverage the powerful benefits of repeatability
and continuous improvement across every
integration project you undertake. Drawing on their
immense experience, Schmidt and Lyle bring
together best practices; solid management
principles; and specific, measurable actions for
streamlining integration development and
maintenance. Whether you’re an IT manager,
project leader, architect, analyst, or developer, this
book will help you systematically improve the way
you integrate—adding value that is both substantial
and sustainable. Coverage includes Treating
integration as a business strategy and implementing
management disciplines that systematically address
its people, process, policy, and technology
dimensions Providing maximum business flexibility
and supporting rapid change without compromising
stability, quality, control, or efficiency Applying
improvements incrementally without “Boiling the
Ocean” Automating processes so you can deliver IT
solutions faster–while avoiding the pitfalls of
automation Building in both data and integration
quality up front, rather than inspecting quality in later
More than a dozen in-depth case studies that show
how real organizations are applying Lean Integration
practices and the lessons they’ve learned Visit
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integrationfactory.com for additional resources,
including more case studies, best practices,
templates, software demos, and reference links, plus
a direct connection to lean integration practitioners
worldwide.
Informatica MDM A Complete Guide - 2020
Edition5starcooks
Aimed at helping business and IT managers clearly
communicate with each other, this helpful book
addresses concerns straight-on and provides practical
methods to building a collaborative data warehouse .
You’ll get clear explanations of the goals and objectives
of each stage of the data warehouse lifecycle while
learning the roles that both business managers and
technicians play at each stage. Discussions of the most
critical decision points for success at each phase of the
data warehouse lifecycle help you understand ways in
which both business and IT management can make
decisions that best meet unified objectives.
Create a competitive advantage with data quality Data is
rapidly becoming the powerhouse of industry, butlowquality data can actually put a company at a
disadvantage. Tobe used effectively, data must
accurately reflect the real-worldscenario it represents,
and it must be in a form that is usable andaccessible.
Quality data involves asking the right questions,targeting
the correct parameters, and having an effective
internalmanagement, organization, and access system. It
must be relevant,complete, and correct, while falling in
line with pervasiveregulatory oversight programs.
Competing with High Quality Data: Concepts, Tools
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andTechniques for Building a Successful Approach to
Data Qualitytakes a holistic approach to improving data
quality, fromcollection to usage. Author Rajesh Jugulum
is globally-recognizedas a major voice in the data quality
arena, with high-levelbackgrounds in international
corporate finance. In the book,Jugulum provides a
roadmap to data quality innovation,covering topics such
as: The four-phase approach to data quality control
Methodology that produces data sets for different
aspects of abusiness Streamlined data quality
assessment and issue resolution A structured,
systematic, disciplined approach to effectivedata
gathering The book also contains real-world case studies
to illustrate howcompanies across a broad range of
sectors have employed dataquality systems, whether or
not they succeeded, and what lessonswere learned.
High-quality data increases value throughout
theinformation supply chain, and the benefits extend to
the client,employee, and shareholder. Competing with
High Quality Data:Concepts, Tools and Techniques for
Building a Successful Approachto Data Quality provides
the information and guidance necessaryto formulate and
activate an effective data quality plan today.
Buy the print version of Microsoft SQL Server 2012
Unleashed and get the eBook version for free! eBook
version includes chapters 44-60 not included in the print.
See inside the book for access code and details. With
up-to-the-minute content, this is the industry's most
complete, useful guide to SQL Server 2012. You'll find
start-to-finish coverage of SQL Server's core database
server and management capabilities: all the real-world
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information, tips, guidelines, and samples you'll need to
create and manage complex database solutions. The
additional online chapters add extensive coverage of
SQL Server Integration Services, Reporting Services,
Analysis Services, T-SQL programming, .NET
Framework integration, and much more. Authored by
four expert SQL Server administrators, designers,
developers, architects, and consultants, this book
reflects immense experience with SQL Server in
production environments. Intended for intermediate-toadvanced-level SQL Server professionals, it focuses on
the product's most complex and powerful capabilities,
and its newest tools and features. Understand SQL
Server 2012's newest features, licensing changes, and
capabilities of each edition Manage SQL Server 2012
more effectively with SQL Server Management Studio,
the SQLCMD command-line query tool, and Powershell
Use Policy-Based Management to centrally configure
and operate SQL Server Utilize the new Extended
Events trace capabilities within SSMS Maximize
performance by optimizing design, queries, analysis, and
workload management Implement new best practices for
SQL Server high availability Deploy AlwaysOn
Availability Groups and Failover Cluster Instances to
achieve enterprise-class availability and disaster
recovery Leverage new business intelligence
improvements, including Master Data Services, Data
Quality Services and Parallel Data Warehouse Deliver
better full-text search with SQL Server 2012's new
Semantic Search Improve reporting with new SQL
Server 2012 Reporting Services features Download the
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following from informit.com/title/9780672336928: Sample
databases and code examples
Did you just land a new IT job only to learn that the
company is using Microsoft Endpoint Manager? Perhaps
you stretched the truth on your resume and now you're
paying for it? Maybe you're an old-hat endpoint
management pro for another product but your boss just
told you that the company is migrating? Sink or swim.
Whatever your position, this book will become your new
best friend as you ramp up. You will learn the key
concepts and cement them as you work through lab
activities and exercises until you understand each of the
building blocks required for your own end-to-end
solutions.This book is for IT admins who want to learn
the ropes when it comes to Microsoft Endpoint
Manager:?Microsoft Endpoint Manager components
across Intune, Configuration Manager, Azure AD,
Microsoft defender for Endpoint and Office
365.?Deploying Mobile Device Management (MDM)
including setting up, enrolling, and managing iOS,
macOS, Android, and Windows 10 devices.?Deploying
applications and managing them with Mobile Application
Management (MAM).?Security concepts across the
endpoint management ecosystem including device
compliance and conditional access.
Gain a practical introduction to DataOps, a new
discipline for delivering data science at scale inspired by
practices at companies such as Facebook, Uber,
LinkedIn, Twitter, and eBay. Organizations need more
than the latest AI algorithms, hottest tools, and best
people to turn data into insight-driven action and useful
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analytical data products. Processes and thinking
employed to manage and use data in the 20th century
are a bottleneck for working effectively with the variety of
data and advanced analytical use cases that
organizations have today. This book provides the
approach and methods to ensure continuous rapid use of
data to create analytical data products and steer decision
making. Practical DataOps shows you how to optimize
the data supply chain from diverse raw data sources to
the final data product, whether the goal is a machine
learning model or other data-orientated output. The book
provides an approach to eliminate wasted effort and
improve collaboration between data producers, data
consumers, and the rest of the organization through the
adoption of lean thinking and agile software development
principles. This book helps you to improve the speed and
accuracy of analytical application development through
data management and DevOps practices that securely
expand data access, and rapidly increase the number of
reproducible data products through automation, testing,
and integration. The book also shows how to collect
feedback and monitor performance to manage and
continuously improve your processes and output. What
You Will Learn Develop a data strategy for your
organization to help it reach its long-term goals
Recognize and eliminate barriers to delivering data to
users at scale Work on the right things for the right
stakeholders through agile collaboration Create trust in
data via rigorous testing and effective data management
Build a culture of learning and continuous improvement
through monitoring deployments and measuring
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outcomes Create cross-functional self-organizing teams
focused on goals not reporting lines Build robust,
trustworthy, data pipelines in support of AI, machine
learning, and other analytical data products Who This
Book Is For Data science and advanced analytics
experts, CIOs, CDOs (chief data officers), chief analytics
officers, business analysts, business team leaders, and
IT professionals (data engineers, developers, architects,
and DBAs) supporting data teams who want to
dramatically increase the value their organization derives
from data. The book is ideal for data professionals who
want to overcome challenges of long delivery time, poor
data quality, high maintenance costs, and scaling
difficulties in getting data science output and machine
learning into customer-facing production.
The industry’s most complete, useful, and up-to-date
guide to SQL Server 2014. You’ll find start-to-finish
coverage of SQL Server’s core database server and
management capabilities: all the real-world information,
tips, guidelines, and examples you’ll need to install,
monitor, maintain, and optimize the most complex
database environments. The provided examples and
sample code provide plenty of hands-on opportunities to
learn more about SQL Server and create your own viable
solutions. Four leading SQL Server experts present deep
practical insights for administering SQL Server,
analyzing and optimizing queries, implementing data
warehouses, ensuring high availability, tuning
performance, and much more. You will benefit from their
behind-the-scenes look into SQL Server, showing what
goes on behind the various wizards and GUI-based
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tools. You’ll learn how to use the underlying SQL
commands to fully unlock the power and capabilities of
SQL Server. Writing for all intermediate-to-advancedlevel SQL Server professionals, the authors draw on
immense production experience with SQL Server.
Throughout, they focus on successfully applying SQL
Server 2014’s most powerful capabilities and its newest
tools and features. Detailed information on how to…
Understand SQL Server 2014’s new features and each
edition’s capabilities and licensing Install, upgrade to,
and configure SQL Server 2014 for better performance
and easier management Streamline and automate key
administration tasks with Smart Admin Leverage
powerful new backup/restore options: flexible backup to
URL, Managed Backup to Windows Azure, and
encrypted backups Strengthen security with new
features for enforcing “least privilege” Improve
performance with updateable columnstore indexes,
Delayed Durability, and other enhancements Execute
queries and business logic more efficiently with
memoryoptimized tables, buffer pool extension, and
natively-compiled stored procedures Control workloads
and Disk I/O with the Resource Governor Deploy
AlwaysOn Availability Groups and Failover Cluster
Instances to achieve enterprise-class availability and
disaster recovery Apply new Business Intelligence
improvements in Master Data Services, data quality, and
Parallel Data Warehouse
Master the art of implementing scalable microservices in
your production environment with ease About This Book
Use domain-driven design to build microservices Use
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Spring Cloud to use Service Discovery and Registeration
Use Kafka, Avro and Spring Streams for implementing
event based microservices Who This Book Is For This
book is for Java developers who are familiar with the
microservices architecture and now wants to take a
deeper dive into effectively implementing microservices
at an enterprise level. A reasonable knowledge level and
understanding of core microservice elements and
applications is expected. What You Will Learn Use
domain-driven design to design and implement
microservices Secure microservices using Spring
Security Learn to develop REST service development
Deploy and test microservices Troubleshoot and debug
the issues faced during development Learning best
practices and common principals about microservices In
Detail Microservices are the next big thing in designing
scalable, easy-to-maintain applications. It not only makes
app development easier, but also offers great flexibility to
utilize various resources optimally. If you want to build an
enterprise-ready implementation of the microservices
architecture, then this is the book for you! Starting off by
understanding the core concepts and framework, you will
then focus on the high-level design of large software
projects. You will gradually move on to setting up the
development environment and configuring it before
implementing continuous integration to deploy your
microservice architecture. Using Spring security, you will
secure microservices and test them effectively using
REST Java clients and other tools like RxJava 2.0. We'll
show you the best patterns, practices and common
principals of microservice design and you'll learn to
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troubleshoot and debug the issues faced during
development. We'll show you how to design and
implement reactive microservices. Finally, we'll show you
how to migrate a monolithic application to microservices
based application. By the end of the book, you will know
how to build smaller, lighter, and faster services that can
be implemented easily in a production environment.
Style and approach This book starts from the basics,
including environment setup and provides easy-to-follow
steps to implement the sample project using
microservices.
Managing Data in Motion describes techniques that have
been developed for significantly reducing the complexity of
managing system interfaces and enabling scalable
architectures. Author April Reeve brings over two decades of
experience to present a vendor-neutral approach to moving
data between computing environments and systems. Readers
will learn the techniques, technologies, and best practices for
managing the passage of data between computer systems
and integrating disparate data together in an enterprise
environment. The average enterprise's computing
environment is comprised of hundreds to thousands computer
systems that have been built, purchased, and acquired over
time. The data from these various systems needs to be
integrated for reporting and analysis, shared for business
transaction processing, and converted from one format to
another when old systems are replaced and new systems are
acquired. The management of the "data in motion" in
organizations is rapidly becoming one of the biggest concerns
for business and IT management. Data warehousing and
conversion, real-time data integration, and cloud and "big
data" applications are just a few of the challenges facing
organizations and businesses today. Managing Data in
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Motion tackles these and other topics in a style easily
understood by business and IT managers as well as
programmers and architects. Presents a vendor-neutral
overview of the different technologies and techniques for
moving data between computer systems including the
emerging solutions for unstructured as well as structured data
types Explains, in non-technical terms, the architecture and
components required to perform data integration Describes
how to reduce the complexity of managing system interfaces
and enable a scalable data architecture that can handle the
dimensions of "Big Data"
"Customers are the heart of any business. But we can't
succeed if we develop only one talk addressed to the
'average customer.' Instead we must know each customer
and build our individual engagements with that knowledge. If
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is going to work,
it calls for skills in Customer Data Integration (CDI). This is
the best book that I have seen on the subject. Jill Dyché is to
be complimented for her thoroughness in interviewing
executives and presenting CDI." -Philip Kotler, S. C. Johnson
Distinguished Professor of International Marketing Kellogg
School of Management, Northwestern University "In this
world of killer competition, hanging on to existing customers is
critical to survival. Jill Dyché's new book makes that job a lot
easier than it has been." -Jack Trout, author, Differentiate or
Die "Jill and Evan have not only written the definitive work on
Customer Data Integration, they've made the business case
for it. This book offers sound advice to business people in
search of innovative ways to bring data together about
customers-their most important asset-while at the same time
giving IT some practical tips for implementing CDI and MDM
the right way." -Wayne Eckerson, The Data Warehousing
Institute author of Performance Dashboards: Measuring,
Monitoring, and Managing Your Business Whatever business
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you're in, you're ultimately in the customer business. No
matter what your product, customers pay the bills. But the
strategic importance of customer relationships hasn't brought
companies much closer to a single, authoritative view of their
customers. Written from both business and
technicalperspectives, Customer Data Integration shows
companies how to deliver an accurate, holistic, and long-term
understanding of their customers through CDI.
The key to a successful MDM initiative isn’t technology or
methods, it’s people: the stakeholders in the organization
and their complex ownership of the data that the initiative will
affect. Master Data Management equips you with a deeply
practical, business-focused way of thinking about MDM—an
understanding that will greatly enhance your ability to
communicate with stakeholders and win their support.
Moreover, it will help you deserve their support: you’ll master
all the details involved in planning and executing an MDM
project that leads to measurable improvements in business
productivity and effectiveness. * Presents a comprehensive
roadmap that you can adapt to any MDM project. *
Emphasizes the critical goal of maintaining and improving
data quality. * Provides guidelines for determining which data
to “master. * Examines special issues relating to master data
metadata. * Considers a range of MDM architectural styles. *
Covers the synchronization of master data across the
application infrastructure.
Drive Powerful Business Value by Extending MDM to Social,
Mobile, Local, and Transactional Data Enterprises have long
relied on Master Data Management (MDM) to improve
customer-related processes. But MDM was designed
primarily for structured data. Today, crucial information is
increasingly captured in unstructured, transactional, and
social formats: from tweets and Facebook posts to call center
transcripts. Even with tools like Hadoop, extracting usable
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insight is difficult—often, because it’s so difficult to integrate
new and legacy data sources. In Beyond Big Data, five of
IBM’s leading data management experts introduce powerful
new ways to integrate social, mobile, location, and traditional
data. Drawing on pioneering experience with IBM’s
enterprise customers, they show how Social MDM can help
you deepen relationships, improve prospect targeting, and
fully engage customers through mobile channels. Business
leaders and practitioners will discover powerful new ways to
combine social and master data to improve performance and
uncover new opportunities. Architects and other technical
leaders will find a complete reference architecture, in-depth
coverage of relevant technologies and use cases, and
domain-specific best practices for their own projects.
Coverage Includes How Social MDM extends fundamental
MDM concepts and techniques Architecting Social MDM:
components, functions, layers, and interactions Identifying
high value relationships: person to product and person to
organization Mapping Social MDM architecture to specific
products and technologies Using Social MDM to create more
compelling customer experiences Accelerating your transition
to highly-targeted, contextual marketing Incorporating mobile
data to improve employee productivity Avoiding privacy and
ethical pitfalls throughout your ecosystem Previewing
Semantic MDM and other emerging trends
Migrate your data to Salesforce and build low-maintenance
and high-performing data integrations to get the most out of
Salesforce and make it a "go-to" place for all your
organization's customer information. When companies
choose to roll out Salesforce, users expect it to be the place
to find any and all Information related to a customer—the
coveted Client 360° view. On the day you go live, users
expect to see all their accounts, contacts, and historical data
in the system. They also expect that data entered in other
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systems will be exposed in Salesforce automatically and in a
timely manner. This book shows you how to migrate all your
legacy data to Salesforce and then design integrations to
your organization's mission-critical systems. As the
Salesforce platform grows more powerful, it also grows in
complexity. Whether you are migrating data to Salesforce, or
integrating with Salesforce, it is important to understand how
these complexities need to be reflected in your design.
Developing Data Migrations and Integrations with Salesforce
covers everything you need to know to migrate your data to
Salesforce the right way, and how to design lowmaintenance, high-performing data integrations with
Salesforce. This book is written by a practicing Salesforce
integration architect with dozens of Salesforce projects under
his belt. The patterns and practices covered in this book are
the results of the lessons learned during those projects. What
You’ll Learn Know how Salesforce’s data engine is
architected and why Use the Salesforce Data APIs to load
and extract data Plan and execute your data migration to
Salesforce Design low-maintenance, high-performing data
integrations with Salesforce Understand common data
integration patterns and the pros and cons of each Know realtime integration options for Salesforce Be aware of common
pitfalls Build reusable transformation code covering
commonly needed Salesforce transformation patterns Who
This Book Is For Those tasked with migrating data to
Salesforce or building ongoing data integrations with
Salesforce, regardless of the ETL tool or middleware chosen;
project sponsors or managers nervous about data tracks
putting their projects at risk; aspiring Salesforce integration
and/or migration specialists; Salesforce developers or
architects looking to expand their skills and take on new
challenges
This book provides practical knowledge on different aspects
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of information and knowledge management in businesses.
For enterprises/businesses those intend to remain
prosperous and prolific, it is critically important to share best
practices, ensure efficient information flow across company,
capturing shared knowledge centrally, and communicate
compliance rules, i.e. managing competently information in
general. It enables faster and better decisions by helping
employees' to build a strong expertise and by avoiding
duplicated projects. Thus, the second volume of this series
subline continues to explore different aspects of information
and knowledge handling as well as doing business with
information. We survey further the key aspects of managerial
implications of the informational business. The novel
methodologies and practices for the business information
processing as well as application of mathematical models to
the business analytics and efficient management are
examined.
Discover how graph databases can help you manage and
query highly connected data. With this practical book, you’ll
learn how to design and implement a graph database that
brings the power of graphs to bear on a broad range of
problem domains. Whether you want to speed up your
response to user queries or build a database that can adapt
as your business evolves, this book shows you how to apply
the schema-free graph model to real-world problems. Learn
how different organizations are using graph databases to
outperform their competitors. With this book’s data modeling,
query, and code examples, you’ll quickly be able to
implement your own solution. Model data with the Cypher
query language and property graph model Learn best
practices and common pitfalls when modeling with graphs
Plan and implement a graph database solution in test-driven
fashion Explore real-world examples to learn how and why
organizations use a graph database Understand common
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patterns and components of graph database architecture Use
analytical techniques and algorithms to mine graph database
information
Whether you're an experienced Tibetan Mastiff owner or
you're considering bringing the powerful breed into your
home, this guidebook will give you the necessary knowledge
and skills to be the best pet parent possible. From finding a
breeder to puppyhood to saying goodbye to your beloved
companion, this book will serve as a vital resource for you to
refer to again and again.Originally bred as temple guardians,
the Tibetan Mastiff is a strong-willed and independent breed.
Within these pages, you'll learn about the history of the breed
as well as their most notable physical and behavioral
characteristics. You'll be able to make an informed decision
on whether this breed is right for you and your lifestyle.The
first few weeks with your new family member can be a
stressful time for everyone. With the guidance of this book
you'll be able to thoroughly prepare for your new dog's arrival
with calmness and confidence. Basic obedience and
household manners are essential for any dog, so you'll learn
how to teach your Tibetan Mastiff basic commands such as
sit, lie down, and stay. This book will also teach you how to
recognize, correct, and prevent bad behavior.Tibetan Mastiffs
are known as a relatively healthy breed, but there are a few
health problems common to the breed. This guidebook will
teach you how to keep your new dog looking and feeling
great throughout his lifetime. From basic veterinary care to
alternative treatments and grooming, you'll have the
necessary knowledge to make informed decisions about your
companion's health.From your Tibetan Mastiff's first day at
home until he crosses the Rainbow Bridge, this book contains
all the information you need to raise a happy and healthy dog.
Whether you have questions about housetraining your new
puppy or what exercise is best for this noble breed, you can
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rest assured knowing the answers can be found within these
pages.

The Data Vault was invented by Dan Linstedt at the
U.S. Department of Defense, and the standard has
been successfully applied to data warehousing
projects at organizations of different sizes, from
small to large-size corporations. Due to its simplified
design, which is adapted from nature, the Data Vault
2.0 standard helps prevent typical data warehousing
failures. "Building a Scalable Data Warehouse"
covers everything one needs to know to create a
scalable data warehouse end to end, including a
presentation of the Data Vault modeling technique,
which provides the foundations to create a technical
data warehouse layer. The book discusses how to
build the data warehouse incrementally using the
agile Data Vault 2.0 methodology. In addition,
readers will learn how to create the input layer (the
stage layer) and the presentation layer (data mart) of
the Data Vault 2.0 architecture including
implementation best practices. Drawing upon years
of practical experience and using numerous
examples and an easy to understand framework,
Dan Linstedt and Michael Olschimke discuss: How
to load each layer using SQL Server Integration
Services (SSIS), including automation of the Data
Vault loading processes. Important data warehouse
technologies and practices. Data Quality Services
(DQS) and Master Data Services (MDS) in the
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context of the Data Vault architecture. Provides a
complete introduction to data warehousing,
applications, and the business context so readers
can get-up and running fast Explains theoretical
concepts and provides hands-on instruction on how
to build and implement a data warehouse
Demystifies data vault modeling with beginning,
intermediate, and advanced techniques Discusses
the advantages of the data vault approach over other
techniques, also including the latest updates to Data
Vault 2.0 and multiple improvements to Data Vault
1.0
The Practitioner's Guide to Data Quality
Improvement offers a comprehensive look at data
quality for business and IT, encompassing people,
process, and technology. It shares the fundamentals
for understanding the impacts of poor data quality,
and guides practitioners and managers alike in
socializing, gaining sponsorship for, planning, and
establishing a data quality program. It demonstrates
how to institute and run a data quality program, from
first thoughts and justifications to maintenance and
ongoing metrics. It includes an in-depth look at the
use of data quality tools, including business case
templates, and tools for analysis, reporting, and
strategic planning. This book is recommended for
data management practitioners, including database
analysts, information analysts, data administrators,
data architects, enterprise architects, data
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warehouse engineers, and systems analysts, and
their managers. Offers a comprehensive look at data
quality for business and IT, encompassing people,
process, and technology. Shows how to institute and
run a data quality program, from first thoughts and
justifications to maintenance and ongoing metrics.
Includes an in-depth look at the use of data quality
tools, including business case templates, and tools
for analysis, reporting, and strategic planning.
Defining a set of guiding principles for data
management and describing how these principles
can be applied within data management functional
areas; Providing a functional framework for the
implementation of enterprise data management
practices; including widely adopted practices,
methods and techniques, functions, roles,
deliverables and metrics; Establishing a common
vocabulary for data management concepts and
serving as the basis for best practices for data
management professionals. DAMA-DMBOK2
provides data management and IT professionals,
executives, knowledge workers, educators, and
researchers with a framework to manage their data
and mature their information infrastructure, based on
these principles: Data is an asset with unique
properties; The value of data can be and should be
expressed in economic terms; Managing data means
managing the quality of data; It takes metadata to
manage data; It takes planning to manage data;
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Data management is cross-functional and requires a
range of skills and expertise; Data management
requires an enterprise perspective; Data
management must account for a range of
perspectives; Data management is data lifecycle
management; Different types of data have different
lifecycle requirements; Managing data includes
managing risks associated with data; Data
management requirements must drive information
technology decisions; Effective data management
requires leadership commitment.
Using case studies and hands-on activities, this book
discusses topics in information governance (IG):
recognizing hidden development and operational
implications of IG--and why it needs to be integrated
in the broader organization; integrating IG activities
with transactional processing, BI, MDM, and other
enterprise information management functions; the
information governance organization: defining roles,
launching projects, and integrating with ongoing
operations; performing IG in transactional projects,
including those using agile methods and COTS
products; bringing stronger information governance
to MDM: strategy, architecture, development, and
beyond; governing information throughout the BI or
big data project lifecycle; performing ongoing IG and
data stewardship operational processes; auditing
and enforcing data quality management in the
context of enterprise information management;
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maintaining and evolving metadata management for
maximum business value. -- $c Edited summary
from book.
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